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State Needs to Fund Replacement 

of Outdated Voting Machines  
 
HARRISBURG (February 21, 2018) – The one thing missing from Gov. Tom Wolf’s so-called 
“election year budget” is any discussion about the actual election itself --- namely, the need to 
invest in new voting machines to replace aging systems that are outdated, potentially 
vulnerable and costly for counties to maintain and repair. 

The Department of State testified at a budget hearing today before the Senate Appropriations 
Committee. The testimony comes a little more than a week after the administration issued a 
directive Feb. 9 for counties, when replacing their electronic voting systems, to buy machines 
that leave a paper trail to ensure accuracy and safeguard against hacking. 

The directive doesn’t require counties to replace machines, but only to switch systems when 
they do. Nor does the governor’s budget propose any money to help counties that want to 
abandon aging machines now in favor of new, modern systems. 

“The governor’s directive is an important first step in modernizing and securing our elections, 
because it acknowledges that we need to do more,” said Susan Carty, President of the League 
of Women Voters of Pennsylvania. “But admitting a problem exists isn’t fixing the problem. It 
is absolutely essential for the state to provide funding to replace machines that in some cases 
are now almost 20 years old.” 

Last week, the Center for American Progress released a study showing that most state election 
systems, including Pennsylvania’s, remain vulnerable to hacking and interference by foreign 
governments. The biggest threat, according to the study, is the continued use of paperless 
electronic voting machines, which do not leave a reliable paper trail that can be audited to 
confirm outcomes. The study gave Pennsylvania an unsatisfactory D grade. 
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The federal government in September told election officials in at least 21 states, including 
Pennsylvania, that hackers targeted their systems before the 2016 presidential election. U.S. 
intelligence officials predict new attempts to penetrate election infrastructure in 2018 and 
2020. 

“If election security is really going to be a priority, then investment in both hardware and 
software is essential,” said Sara Mullen, Associate Director of the American Civil Liberties 
Union of Pennsylvania. “In Pennsylvania, we know our election system works well. But, based 
on the governor’s own directive and these recent reports, we know we can do better. The most 
important thing the state can do is help counties buy new, modern and secure machines.” 

In December, an advisory committee to the Joint State Government Commission released a 
report, “Voting Technology in Pennsylvania,” that emphasized the need for the state to provide 
that funding, noting that “jurisdictions would not be able to maintain their current electronic 
voting systems for much longer due to the age of the machines, the scarcity of parts, and the 
costs of repairs and maintenance.” The report recommended systems with a voter-verifiable 
paper record and adequate security measures. 

In January, all 67 Pennsylvania counties signed on to a letter outlining seven priorities for 2018, 
including voting system maintenance. 

The counties noted that “most voting equipment is at the end of its useful life and will need to 
be replaced in the next few years. These replacement costs can quickly add up, with nearly 
40,000 voting machines operated by our counties and the latest computerized machines 
costing between $2,500 and $3,000 each --- not including programming, supplies and 
maintenance. 

“We will need state and federal assistance to continue to uphold our responsibility for a fair 
and accessible voting system,” the counties’ statement reads. 

* * * * * 

Keystone Votes, a nonpartisan coalition comprising 39 advocacy and community organizations working to 
update Pennsylvania’s election system, has been urging the state to start working now on reforms that would 
modernize the state’s election system, help counties buy modern machines, and update technology to enhance 

security and accessibility before the 2018 elections. More at www.keystonevotes.org. 
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